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The navigation efficiency of wheeled robots needs to be further improved. Although related research has pro-
posed various approaches, most of them describe the relationship between the robot and the obstacle roughly.
Viability theory concerns the dynamic adaptation of evolutionary systems to the environment. Based on viability,
we explore a method that involves robot dynamic model, environmental constraints and navigation control. The
method can raise the efficiency of the navigation. We treat the environment as line segments to reduce the compu-
tational difficulty for building the viability condition constraints. Although there exists lots of control values which
can be used to drive the robot safely to the goal, it is necessary to build an optimization model to select a more
efficient control value for the navigation. Our simulation shows that viability theory can precisely describe the link
between robotic dynamics and the obstacle, and thus can help the robot to achieve radical high speed navigation in
an unknown environment.
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Optimizacija upravljanja brzinom mobilnog robota s izbjegavanjem prepreka zasnovana na teoriji vi-
jabilnosti. Postoji potreba za unaprije�enjem učinkovitosti navigacije mobilnih robota. Iako su vezana istraži-
vanja predložila različite pristupe, većina ne opisuje precizno odnos izme�u robota i prepreke. Teorija vijabil-
nosti istražuje dinamičke adaptacije evolucijskih sustava njihovoj okolini. U članku istražujemo metodu koja može
povećati učinkovitost navigacije, zasnovanu na vijabilnosti koja uključuje dinamički model robota, ograničenja oko-
line robota i samu navigaciju. Radna okolina predstavljena je ravnim crtama kako bi se smanjila računska složenost
izgradnje ograničenja. Iako postoji veliki broj iznosa upravljačkih veličina koje bi sigurno uputile robota prema
cilju, potrebno je izraditi optimizacijski model koji bi odabrao učinkovitiju upravljačku vrijednost za navigaciju.
Izvedene simulacije pokazuju da teorija vijabilnosti može precizno opisati vezu izme�u prepreke i dinamike robota
te na taj način pomoći robotu da postigne radikalno veće brzine pri navigaciji u nepoznatim prostorima.

Ključne riječi: mobilni robot, navigacija, izbjegavanje prepreka, vijabilnost

1 INTRODUCTION
Navigation control is an important topic for au-

tonomous robots exploring tasks in unknown environ-
ments. In this study, the robot is expected to move from
the starting location to the goal location without collision.
The key component of robot navigation is the coordina-
tion between sensor data and robot driving control. There
are two categories of navigation methods, namely delib-
erative methods and reactive methods. Deliberative meth-
ods are also known as global path planning. These meth-
ods are used for robots in environments where complete
information about stationary obstacles and slowly moving
obstacles are known in advance. Fundamental path plan-
ning methods are A*,D* searching methods, see for in-
stance [20]. When complete information about the envi-
ronment is not available in advance, mobile robots use the

current sensor information to decide the next action, which
has strong adaptability without prior knowledge of the en-
vironment. This is known as reactive methods, see [7]. We
focus on the reactive methods since they are more suitable
for unknown environment navigation.

Artificial Potential Fields(APF) is an early classical ap-
proach for navigation, it is widely used in mobile robotics
[19]. The robot is driven by the negative gradient of a sum
of potentials from different obstacles and the goal. Af-
ter APF approach, the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) is
developed in [5]. VFH+ uses less parameters than VFH
to drive robots more smoothly and safely [30]. VFH-like
methods transform obstacles into a histogram description.
All free directions of the histogram are candidates for ob-
stacle avoidance. An artificial weighted cost function is
used to evaluate the candidate directions for goal guidance.
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Then, optimal direction and velocity for navigation are ob-
tained. The obtained direction and velocity need to be im-
plemented by a driving control method, such as Proportion
Integration Differentiation (PID) control or other nonlinear
controls. Navigation approaches mentioned above belong
to classical Nonmodel Based Method, and are not adequate
for taking internal robot constraints like shape and dynam-
ics into account, see [24]. It is rather difficult to control a
robot traveling in a high speed with dynamic and mechan-
ical constraints. If the acceleration and deceleration are
limited, an attempt to turn at a high speed behind an ob-
stacle easily results in collision. Another nonmodel based
reactive method - fuzzy control is also widely used, see for
instance [1]. This method is based on the human behavior,
can be used for controlling many kinds of robots, but it is
not precise enough.

In order to control robot safely in a higher speed, the
robot dynamic model must be taken into account. Ex-
isting model based methods include Curvature Velocity
Method(CVM), Dynamic Window Approach(DWA) and
Lane Curvature Method, etc., see for instance [12, 28, 29].
All approaches mentioned above evaluate an objective
function and assume that the robot moves along circular
arcs. By limiting the searching space of admissible veloci-
ties, the problem induced by robot kinematic and dynamic
constraints can be solved. While dynamic constraints have
been taken into account, these methods are still lacking of
accuracy. Taking DWA for instance, the limitation of the
robot acceleration is determined by the operator’s minds
and adjustments. On the other hand, when encountering
an obstacle, the robot should move in circular and have
the ability to stop when it contacts the obstacle for safety.
But in some situations, safety can also be realized without
moving in circular and stopping at obstacle. For instance,
if the robot moving direction is controlled to be parallel
with the outline of the obstacle before crashing with it,
safety can also be ensured, what’s more, with higher ef-
ficiency.

Nowadays, evolutionary methods combined with clas-
sic approaches are increasingly used for navigation. Be-
cause classical approaches are effective but tend to be
trapped in local minima when environment is complex.
Evolutionary methods include Genetic Algorithm(GA),
Ant Colony Optimization(ACO), Particle Swarm Opti-
mization(PSO), etc. These methods are suitable for path
planning in complex environment but act slowly. The com-
bination of classical approaches and evolutionary methods
can overcome each other’s drawbacks. So improving the
efficiency of the classical methods would help to improve
the performance of the combined methods. And other stud-
ies of navigation, such as humanoid or bionic robot naviga-
tion [25, 34], machine vision aided navigation [11], multi
robots cooperative navigation [8], 3-dimensions navigation

[4],and so on, would benefit on it. Because these studies
are more or less based on the classic methods. Besides evo-
lutionary navigation methods, searching methods are also
designed to overcome local minima, such as VFH* [31],
DWA* [10], etc. For these two methods, A* searching is
used to look ahead more steps in the local sensitive range
for local minima avoidance. But the computation amount
of these methods are large. In practice, we need to extract
specific information from sensor data at first, then use these
useful information for navigation.

Reactive control Deliberative control

Local methods Global methods

Robot driving Obstacle avoidance Sub-goal guidance

Global environment modeling

Goal guidance

Local environment modeling

Velocity control & 

direction control,

such as PID Sub-goal planningDWA,DWA*  (Model based navigation method)

VFH+ ,VFH*(Nonmodel based navigation method)

Path following

Internal state sensing

Robot behavior

Robot sensing

Navigation methods

Global path planning method(Nonmodel based navigation method)

Navigation based on Viability Theory (Presented in this paper)

Bottom level Middle level Top level

Fig. 1. Navigation control structure and comparison of
navigation methods

The structure of classical reactive methods is shown in
Fig. 1. Navigation control can be divided into three lev-
els: bottom level for robot driving, middle level for obsta-
cle avoidance and top level for goal guidance [23]. Stud-
ies confirm that different level behaviors need different in-
formation. Goal guidance need global environmental in-
formation. Obstacle avoidance need local environmental
details. Robot driving need internal states, such as veloc-
ity, acceleration,etc. As we mentioned above, the robot
driving control faces the problem of dynamic constraint,
such as acceleration limitation which may conflict with
the velocity set values from the obstacle avoidance con-
troller. Therefore, velocity set value of goal guidance con-
trol should be chosen under the control range constrained
by robot dynamic and the environment. The classical reac-
tive navigation methods are less accurate in general. These
methods lack a theoretical support to precisely describe the
relationship between environment and robot dynamics, this
leads to gaps between each control levels, and the overall
behavior of navigation tends to be slow.

Compared with classical reactive methods, global path
planning methods which need complete global environ-
mental details for a non-collision path to the goal must
combine a robot driving control method to follow the
planned path. But this path may be unable to be followed
due to the constrains, such as acceleration limitation. Non-
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model methods like VFH series also have this disadvan-
tage. For model based methods like DWA, both accelera-
tion limitation and obstacle constraints are considered. But
the assumption of a constant acceleration/deccelearation
limitation dose not conform to the actual robot characters.
Both VFH and DWA do not consider the real robot motor
characters, so a robot control method such as PID must be
combined for motor control.

The existing classical methods describe the relationship
between environment and robot dynamics inaccurately. So
the speeds of existing classical methods tend to be slow.
Therefore, we propose a new control framework based on
a new theory for robot navigation. This theory can pre-
cisely describe robot characters and the relationship be-
tween the robot dynamics and the environment. The frame-
work based on this theory can include all three levels of
navigation behavior, and integrates robot, goal and envi-
ronment information all together.

Viability which is initially introduced by Aubin [2]
concerns the dynamic adaptation of evolutionary systems
to environment defined by constraints. Viability can be ef-
fectively used for system control, stability analysis, secu-
rity design and other control areas. The outline of viability
is: Considering a control system and a set, if for any initial
point in this set, there exists a solution of the control sys-
tem such that it stays in the set for ever. The set is said to
be viable under this control system, see for instance [13].

At the moment, the application of viability is in its in-
fancy. Because viability are based on set-valued analysis
and nonsmooth analysis, it is elusive for engineering ap-
plication. In [18], V stability theory which is similar to
viability is used for the navigation of a sailing robot. The
performance is excellent. But the interval approach for this
application needs one minute to give a control signal. This
is not suitable for indoor wheeled robot. In [32], a viabil-
ity kernel is provided by Support Vector Machines(SVM)
techniques to make the safety analysis of a high speed ve-
hicle. But this application just uses some notions of viabil-
ity, and only provide the dangerous warning to the driver.
In [26], viability is applied for the aiming control of the
submarine camera. This method can provide loose control
signal for the underactuated systems, but a nonholonomic
control is needed for bottom robot driving cascaded with
viability method. The viability problem of linear system
have been solved in [9],. The navigation method presented
in [24] use Lyapunov function to construct a searching map
for planar robot navigation. The performance of navigation
is fast. This method is partly same as viability. The safety
of robot is ensured by the Control Lyapunov Function the-
ory [27], but this method would take much computing re-
source to build and search on a predefined map. Recently,
we initially confirmed the feasibility of high speed obsta-
cle avoidance of wheeled robots based on viability in [22]

which is a preliminary work with a predefined simple en-
vironment and an approximate robot model.

We propose a method for robot navigation based on vi-
ability. If the robot is considered as a control system, ob-
stacle as the boundary of the region (set). Thus, the pro-
cess of robot’s navigation with obstacle avoidance is just
a viability design in the sense of control theory. We use
LADAR to explore the unknown environment. The pro-
posed framework is shown in Fig. 2. The raw LADAR data
is processed to acquire security line segments which repre-
sent the geometric feature of the local environment. This
process can help to build the position and velocity bound-
aries for viability. What’s more, this process can avoid the
local minima in the sensor’s range. When the robot finds
its internal states (position, velocity etc.) are on the via-
bility boundaries, we introduce these information into the
viability condition constrains module shown in Fig. 2. The
module can give the precise admissible ranges of control
constrained by self dynamics and environment based on
viability. Then, we provides an efficient radical navigation
control limited by predefined ranges. The objective func-
tion of the optimizer includes the goal’s information.
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Fig. 2. The navigation control framework for wheeled
robots based on the viability

According to the structure of the proposed framework
in Fig.2, the paper is organized as follows. In the section
2, viability theory related to the robot is briefly introduced.
Then, we design the viability boundary motivated by via-
bility in the section 3. In the section 4, robot LADAR data
is processed by line segment extraction method to build
viability boundary. In section 5, the navigation optimizer
based on viability condition constraints are explained in
detail. At last, a simulation is made to demonstrate the
feasibility of our method.

2 SOME NOTIONS OF VIABILITY

In this section, we introduce some notions on viabil-
ity. For more information of viability, see [2, 13, 14, 16].
Consider a control system

ẋ(t) = f(x, u), u ∈ U, (1)

where x ∈ Rn is state, u ∈ U is control, f : Rn → Rn,
g : Rn → Rm+n are Lipschitzian.
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Definition 1 [2] Let K ⊂ Rn. If for any initial point
x0 ∈ K in this set, there exists a solution x(t) of the
control system (1), such that it stays in the set forever,
x(t) ∈ K,∀t ≥ 0, then the set K is said to be viable
under this control system.

In order to get the viable condition, we first introduce the
notion of tangent cone.

Definition 2 [2] Let K ⊂ Rn be nonempty. The tangent
cone of K at x ∈ K is defined by:

TK(x) =

{
v ∈ Rn| lim

t→0+
inf

dK(x+ tv)

t
= 0

}
, (2)

where dK(y) is the distance of a point y ∈ Rn to the setK.
In other words, TK(x) is the set of v ∈ Rn such that there
exists a sequence of real numbers tk > 0, k = 1, 2, . . .,
converging to 0 and a sequence of vk ∈ Rn, k = 1, 2, . . .,
converging to v satisfying

x+ tkvk ∈ K,∀k ≥ 0. (3)

Tangent cone is the generalization of tangent plane from
smooth case to nonsmooth case. With this concept, the
following theorem is on the viability condition:

Theorem 1 [2] The closed set K ⊂ Rn is viable for the
system (1) if and only if

( ⋃

u∈U
f(x, u)

)⋂
Tk(x) 6= ∅,∀x ∈ K. (4)

where ∅ is empty.

1 1( ) ( )KT x F x ≠ ∅I

1 1( , )f x u
1 2( , )f x u

2 2( ) ( )KT x F x =∅I

2 1( , )f x u 2 2( , )f x u

3( )KT x

4( )KT x 5( )KT x

Fig. 3. Viability condition and tangent cone

In Fig.3, the set K is a nonsmooth ellipse. Tangent
cones of states are marked as grey area in Fig. 3. Evi-
dently, if state x is in the interior of K, TK(x) = Rn.
Hence, (4) always holds for interior of K. In order to
verify the viability by the Theorem 1, only states on the

boundary need be considered. For instance, starting from
boundary state x1, at least two control can pull the system
back to K. But unfortunately, when the system is on the
boundary at state x2 ,the evolution of the system can’t go
back to the environment with any available control. In or-
der to use this theory on the navigation of robot, we face
two challenges: The first one is to find the boundary of the
environment; The second one is to evaluate the relationship
between the tangent cone of boundary and the evolution of
the system by robot computer in numerical way. It is dif-
ficult for us to determine the viability by Theorem 1 under
a nonlinear system, see [13], especially to use viability in
the engineering field, see [33]. For instance, Support Vec-
tor Machine(SVM) method is used for the viability ker-
nel training in [32]. This method consumes lots of time
and computing resources for viability kernel training, and
the result boundary is rough. So the literature [32] only
presents some qualitative safety analysis. But in [15], vi-
ability condition for an affine nonlinear control system is
given in a region defined by inequality constraints based
on the nonsmooth analysis. Fortunately, our wheeled robot
is a kind of affine nonlinear system, and the free regions of
robot can be represented by inequality constraints.

Consider an affine nonlinear system:

ẋ(t) = f(x) + g(x)u, u ∈ U, (5)

wherex ∈ Rn is state, u ∈ U is system control, f : Rn →
Rn, g : Rn → Rm+nare Lipschitzian. Generally there ex-
ists limitations on control value in real engineering prob-
lem, these limitations can be expressed by:

U =
{
u ⊂ Rm|hi(u) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , p)

}
, (6)

where hi : Rm → R, i = 1, · · · , p are convex (not nec-
essary smooth). We suppose the robot environment is ex-
pressed by the following inequalities:

K =
{
x ∈ Rn|ϕj(x) ≤ 0, j = 1, · · · , q)

}
, (7)

where ϕj : Rn → R, j = 1, · · · , q are smooth function.
ϕj represent the boundaries of obstacle. From the above
analysis, we confirm that viability condition only cares the
tangent cone at the boundary. Due to this reason, we must
check whether the state x is on the boundary or not. Given
a x ∈ K, define J(x) =

{
1 ≤ j ≤ q|ϕj(x) = 0, j =

1, · · · , q)
}

. If J(x) is empty set, the state x is interior of
the K, otherwise it is a point on the boundary. Thus, the
tangent cone of K at boundary state x ∈ K is formulated
by

TK(x) = {y ∈ Rn|∇ϕj(x)Ty ≤ 0, j ∈ J(x)}. (8)

Given a x ∈ Rn, consider the following inequalities:
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hi(u) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , p,
5ϕj(x)T(f(x) + g(x)u) ≤ 0, j ∈ J(x). (9)

where u ∈ Rm is variable.

Theorem 2 [15] The set K is viable with respect to the
system (5) if and only if the inequalities (9) has solutions
for any x ∈ K.

Theorem 2 transforms the viability condition Theorem 1
from geometric type to numerical type which is suitable
for computing by the embedded computer. The first in-
equality of (9) gives the constraints of the control. The
seond inequality shows the high order relationship of via-
bility between the system (5) and boundaries (7).

3 WHEELED ROBOT DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
AND VIABILITY CONTROL
We choose differential driving wheeled robot as the

system, because it is wildly used.

3.1 Wheeled Robot Modeling
The existing classical navigation methods generally

give the linear velocity and angular velocity set values
of the robot, and use other methods to indirectly drive
the robot motors. In order to control the motors directly,
we introduce the motor dynamics into the model of the
robot.The position and orientation of the robot are (x, y)
and φ, see Fig. 4. The dynamic equations of the robot is

2
w

2
b

x

y

φ

v

X

Y

Fig. 4. Wheeled mobile robot model

presented as following:




ẋ = v sin(φ), τr1 = g(u1 − kgωr1),
ẏ = v cos(φ), τr2 = g(u2 − kgωr2),
φ̇ = ω, ωr1 = (v + ωw)/b,

v̇ = β1(τr1 + τr2), ωr2 = (v − ωw)/b,
ω̇ = β2(τr1 − τr2),

(10)

where (x, y, φ) is robot position and orientation (pose) vec-
tor; (v, ω) are the linear velocity and the angular veloc-
ity; τr1, τr2 are the left wheel, right wheel gearbox torques
which are proportional to the motor coil current. We use k
to represent the induced electromotive force coefficient; g
is the ratio of motor gear box; (u1, u2) are control voltages;
(ωr1, ωr2) are angular velocity of left and right wheels.
We represent the motor torque by the difference between
control voltage (u1, u2) and induced electromotive force
kgωr. This difference is proportional to the current of mo-
tor coil, because high order self-inductance is very small
and can be ignored. Here the angular velocity of the motor
is gωr . In our model, we put resistance of the coil into
k. β1 = 1/(bm), β2 = w/(bI), where m and I are the
mass and the moment of the robot; 2w is the distance of
two wheels; b is the radius of the wheel. System (10) can
be rewritten as the following:




ẋ
ẏ

φ̇
v̇
ω̇



=




v sin(φ)
v cos(φ)

ω

− 2kg2

b2m v

− 2kg2w2

b2I ω



+




0
0
0

g
bm (u1 + u2)
gw
bI (u1 − u2)



.(11)

Evidently, the constraints of the motor control voltage
are

|uj(t)| ≤ umax, (j = 1, 2), (12)

where umax is the maximum control voltage of the motor.
This value is limited by the voltage of motor controller.
Traditional navigation methods frequently limit the linear
and angular velocities or accelerations. We only limited
the motor control signal. Because according to the robot
model (10), the control (u1, u2) limitation can also limit
the maximal velocities (ẋ, ẏ) and accelerations (v̇, ω̇) in-
directly. The environmental obstacles are denoted by the
following formula:

G(x, y) ≤ 0. (13)

3.2 Viability Boundary Design

Since the control (u1, u2) only affects the robot speed
(v, ω), and has no direct influence on the robot position
(x, y). But the environmental boundary (13) only con-
strains the position (x, y). That means ∂G

∂v = 0, ∂G∂ω = 0.
If (11) and the gradient of (13) are directly introduced into
viability condition (9) as f(x) + g(x)u and5ϕj(x)T, the
coefficients of (u1, u2) would become zero, the inequali-
ties can not give the solution for (u1, u2). So the original
boundary (13) should have more states of robot model (11).
In other words, we should raise the dimension of (13) for
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viability control. i.e., we should limit both position and ve-
locity of the robot by a new boundary with higher dimen-
sions, which includes more robot model states motivated
by (9). We design a new boundary as following:

ϕn = vntset − ln ≤ 0, (14)

where vn is the robot normal velocity towards the bound-
ary G; ln is the distance from the robot to the boundary
G; tset is a setting parameter for the collision time, vn is
depended on the robot velocity, pose states and geometric
feature of G, ln is measured by the robot LADAR in the
nearby area. It is not necessary to know the overall infor-
mation ofG to obtain boundary (14). Only the information
of G in the detecting range of LADAR is enough. From
the information viewpoint, the viability control belongs to
classical reactive navigation.

The parameter tset is used to set the elasticity of the
viability boundary. Smaller the value is, closer the robot
is to the obstacle when it begins the obstacle avoidance,
and a larger control is needed. Since the control of robot
(u1, u2) has constraint (12), the parameter tset has a lower
bound. On the contrary, when this parameter is set too
large, the robot would get viability control far away from
the obstacle, long distance LADAR information is needed.
It is not necessary to avoid the remote obstacle during navi-
gation. On the other hand, the long distance LADAR infor-
mation contains many noises. From the viewpoint of de-
signed boundary(14), the normal direction of the obstacle
and normal distance between robot and the obstacle should
be measured by LADAR. So we have to process original
sensor data into a geometric feature to get the information
of (14).

4 LADAR DATA PROCESSING FOR VIABILITY
CONTROL

LADAR can obtain accurate range information of the
environment near by the robot. This information is given
in the form of polar coordinate points. The original data
should be processed in order to suit for viability. Extract-
ing geometric feature from the original data can save the
computing resources. On the other hand, geometric fea-
ture contains information needed by the viability boundary
(14). Here we use line segment feature extraction method
to process the LADAR data instead of traditional methods
which generally change the LADAR data into a histogram.
The existing mature line feature extraction methods in-
clude Line Tracking (LT) algorithm , Iterative End Point
Fit (IEPF) algorithm and Prototype based Fussy Cluster-
ing(PFC) algorithm, etc., see [6]. Our method is based
on IEPF, because LADAR data can be processed at a high
speed by IEPF. In Ref. [17], IEPF algorithm is used to

identify road features on a high-speed unmanned vehicle
which won the championship thereby. We process LADAR
data in three steps: The first step is breakpoint detection;
the second step is line extraction; the third step is security
transformation.

4.1 Breakpoints Detection

The discontinuity of LADAR data can be adaptively
found by the breakpoints detection. This discontinuity
would be marked as a breakpoint. Let the scan depth value
of two consecutive points i,(i − 1) be ρi, ρi−1. If the dif-
ference between the two values is greater than an adaptive
threshold, these two consecutive scan points are a pair of
breakpoints, see [6]. This processing is shown in algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 Breakpoints detection for LADAR.
Input:

The offset for sensor noise ε;
The angular resolution of the sensor4ω;
The threshold angle to extrapolate the maximum range
value between ρi and ρi−1,λ;
The adaptive threshold between two adjacent scan
point depths Dmax.

Output:
The breakpoints index array BR.

1. FOR all scan points
2. SET Dmax to min(ρi, ρi−1)(

sin(λ)
sin(λ−4ω) − 1) + ε

3. IF |ρi − ρi−1| > Dmax THEN
4. The i and (i− 1)th points become breakpoints;
5. SEND i and (i− 1) to breakpoints array BR;
6. ENDIF
7. ENDFOR

4.2 Line Segment Extraction

In the step of line segment extraction, we convert all
points of scan data from polar coordinate to cartesian co-
ordinate. The starting and the ending points in a contin-
uous sequence of points are connected as a line segment.
Then the other scan points between these two endpoints
are examined by our improved IEPF method for viabil-
ity control. This method processes the convex and con-
cave scan points differently, see Fig. 5. Assuming that
LADAR is mounted at the center of the robot, the coordi-
nate (0,0) of Fig. 5 represents the location of the robot.
The raw LADAR data with noise is displayed by black
square dots. Red cross points represent detected break-
points. Pink dash line segments are the line features which
are extracted from raw LADAR data using the improved
IEPF method. Blue lines are obtained by rotating extracted
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Fig. 5. LADAR Data processing

line segments, and are used for boundaries (13) in our nav-
igation method. Fig. 5(a) shows data processing for con-
cave obstacle. pns, pne are breakpoints of a continuous
sequence of scan points. The scan points between pns,
pne are behind the line segment pnspne from the robot’s
view. When there is no goal in the corner, pnspne is the
extracted line segment. Fig. 5(b) shows data process-
ing for convex obstacle. The data processing is similar
with the traditional IEPF algorithm, see [17]. The algo-
rithm splits scan points P = {pns, · · · , pn, · · · , pne} be-
tween two continuous breakpoints pns, pne into two sub-
sets P ′ = {pns, · · · , pn} and P” = {pn, · · · , pns}, when
the maximum distance lmax from scan points pn in the set
P to the line pnspne is greater than the threshold l∗Th. De-
note the line pnspne as Ax + By + C = 0, C > 0, the
distance ln of point pn can be calculated by the following:

ln =
Axn +Byn + C√

A2 +B2
, (15)

where xn, yn are the coordinates of scan point pn. If the
obstacle is convex, ln > 0,and if the obstacle is concave,
ln < 0. Our improved IEPF method uses this difference to
build line segments at different environmental cases. This
method is shown in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Security Rotation

The real obstacle may extend beyond the extracted
lines, because the raw LADAR data has noise and using
line segments to represent real obstacle is inaccurate. In
order to keep the robot safe, we need to move the extracted
lines toward to the robot. Because viability boundaries
(14) is sensitive to the normal direction of obstacle, we
rotate the line segment with an angle around the end point
nearer to the robot. A new line segment is achieved, see
blue lines in Fig. 5. Such that not only the position of ob-
stacle is changed for safety, but also a much more secure
normal direction for the viability boundary is provided. We
should manually adjust this angle, because this angle is de-
cided by LADAR noise which may vary in different envi-
ronment.

Algorithm 2 Improved IEPF method for viability control.
Input:

The breakpoints index array, BR; The minimum num-
ber of elements in a line segment N∗min;
The threshold distance of scan points to endpoints line
l∗Th.

Output:
The line segments array LS;

1. SET ne to 1
2. WHILE ne 6 NumberOfScanPoints
3. SET ns to ne
4. ne ++
5. WHILE ne in not a breakpoint in BR
6. ne ++
7. IF ne == NumberOfScanPoints THEN

BREAK
8. ENDIF
9. ENDWHILE

10. WHILE ne − ns + 1 > N∗min

11. FOR all range values among start ns and last
points ne

12. CALCULATE ln by (15)
13. IF ln < 0 && the goal is in the concave

corner THEN ln = −ln
14. ENDIF
15. ENDFOR
16. SET lmax to max{l1, · · · , ln, · · · , lne−ns}
17. IF lmax > l∗Th THEN
18. SET ne to index of the lmax scan point
19. ELSEIF
20. ne and ns are sent to array LS as end points of

a line segment
21. BREAK
22. ENDIF
23. ENDWHILE
24. ENDWHILE

Wheeled robot should especially pay attention to the
security line segment in front of it. This line can be used to
build security boundary for obstacle control. On the other
hand, doing this will reduce the details of the local envi-
ronmental information greatly.

5 CONTROL OF ROBOT WITH LADAR

Tsample is denoted as scanning period of LADAR. At
the scanning time k, a temporary trajectory frame is cre-
ated. The initial state of the robot is [xt, yt, φt, vt, ωt]

T =
[0, 0, 0, v(k), ω(k)]

T , where v(k), ω(k) are the linear and
angular velocities which are acquired by the robot sen-
sor at time k. Then the LADAR data is processed in
the trajectory frame. As mentioned in section IV, the se-
curity line segment in front of robot is important. We
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define this line in the trajectory frame with the equation
yst = axst + c, c > 0, where a is slope, c is the inter-
cept value. This line segment can be designed for viability
boundary according to (14), where

vn = vt
1√

a2 + 1
cos(φt), (16)

ln =
axt − yt + c√

a2 + 1
. (17)

The viability boundary can be expressed as following:

ϕn = vt
1√

a2 + 1
cos(φt)tset −

axt − yt + c√
a2 + 1

≤ 0, (18)

At time k, when a proper parameter tset is given, the robot
finds its own state [0, 0, 0, v(k), ω(k)]

T is on or beyond the
viability boundary (18). At this time, the robot dose not
collide with the obstacle yst = axst + c, c > 0. But the
state of the robot has collision with the viability boundary
(18) in the high dimension. So we need a piecewise con-
stant control (u1, u2) to make the robot states back into
the boundary (18). The admissible control range can be
obtained by viability condition (9).

The viability boundary (18) only relates to the sates
xt, yt, φt, vt of the robot and does not include the state
ωt. In order to use viability condition (9), we should
change the robot model to have the boundary (18) states
[xt, yt, φt, vt]

T. The gradient of viability boundary (18)
related to these states is

5ϕn =




− a√
a2+1
1√
a2+1

−vt tset√
a2+1

sin(φt)
tset√
a2+1

cos(φt)


 , (19)

If [ẋt, ẏt, φ̇t, v̇t]T, which includes control (u1, u2), is
obtained, inequalities (9) would give the admissible control
range. Then, an optimizer is designed to select an optimal
control in the admissible control range for goal guidance.

5.1 Robot Modeling in Temporary Navigation Coor-
dinate

For model (11), the differential equation for the state ω
is

ω̇ +
2kg2w2

b2I
ω =

gw

bI
(u1 − u2). (20)

The solution of the equation (20)is

ω(t) =
b

2kgw
(u1 − u2) + Ce−

2kg2w2

b2I
t, (21)

where C is a constant. Since viability control is piecewise
constant at each scan time. The constant C can be solved
by initial state ω(k). Substitute ω(k) into (21).

ω(k) =
b

2kgw
(u1 − u2) + lim

t→0
Cke

− 2kg2w2

b2I
t, (22)

where Ck is the constant at time k and admits

Ck = ω(k) −
b

2kgw
(u1 − u2). (23)

Therefor the robot model in temporary navigation coordi-
nate frame at time k is




ẋt
ẏt
φ̇t
v̇t


 =




vt sin(φt)
vt cos(φt)

ωt

− 2kg2

b2m vt


+




0
0
0

g
bm (u1(k) + u2(k))


 ,(24)

where ωt can be calculated by the following equation:

φ̇t = ωt = β(u1(k) − u2(k))(1− e−αt) + ω(k)e
−αt, (25)

where

α =
2kg2w2

b2I
, β =

b

2kgw
. (26)

(u1(k), u2(k)) is the control at time k. Now we change the
robot model to (24) which are suitable for (9) with (19).

5.2 Viability Constraints

We observe that (19) is the normal vector of viability
boundary in state space [xt, yt, φt, vt]

T, [ẋt, ẏt, φ̇t, v̇t]T is
the derivative of model (24) states. According to (9), the
dot product of (24) and (19) should be less than 0. Theorem
2 means when robot states are on the boundary (18), there
should exist a control which can make robot states’ veloci-
ties be included in the boundary tangent cone for viability.
This is the relationship between robot and environment de-
scribed by viability.

Considering robot model (25), the steering control
(u1 − u2) needs time to affect the angular velocity φ̇t. In
order to introduce the steering control into inequalities (9),
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a short operation time 4t < Tsample is introduced. Ac-
cording to (25), the angular velocity of time (k +4t) is

φ̇t(k+4t) = β(u1(k) − u2(k))(1− e−α4t) + ω(k)e
−α4t. (27)

Replacing φ̇t(k) by φ̇t(k+4t) in viability condition (9), we
have

5ϕn(k)[ẋt(k) ẏt(k) φ̇t(k+4t) v̇t(k)] < 0. (28)

The steering control (u1 − u2) is introduced to inequali-
ties (28) by φ̇t(k+4t). When the robot state is on or be-
yond the viability boundary (18), the solution control of
the inequalities (28) can make the robot in the viability
boundary (18) in a short time 4t. Introducing φ̇t(k+4t)
instead of φ̇t(k) into (28) has a error with upper bound.
Shorter the operation time 4t is, smaller this error is.
Since 4t is short, the orientation angle at time k +4t is
φt(k+4t) ≈ φt(k)+φ̇t(k+4t)4t ≈ 0, and sin(φt(k+4t)) ≈
φt(k+4t) ≈ φ̇t(k+4t)4 t, cos(φt(k+4t)) ≈ 1. The deriva-
tive of robot states for viability control becomes

[vt(k)φ̇t(k+4t), vt(k), φ̇t(k+4t),

(
g

bm
(u1(k) + u2(k))−

2kg2

b2m
vt(k))]

T (29)

∂ϕn(k)

∂φt(k)
= −vt(k) tset√

a2+1
sin(φt(k)) in 5ϕn(k) of (28) also

need to use the gradient at time k+4t. Thus, the gradient
of ϕn at time k is reformulated as

5ϕn(k) =




− a√
a2+1
1√
a2+1

−vt(k) tset√
a2+1

φ̇t(k+4t) 4 t
tset√
a2+1


 . (30)

Substituting both (29) and (30) into (28), the viability con-
dition is reformulated as

−avt(k)φ̇t(k+4t)√
a2+1

+
vt(k)√
a2+1

−vt(k)tset[β(u1(k)−u2(k))(1−e−α4t)+ω(k)e
−α4t]24t√

a2+1

− tset[
2kg2

b2m
vt(k)− g

bm (u1(k)+u2(k))]√
a2+1

< 0, (31)

The first term in (31) represents the tendency of the robot
running out of the viability boundary (18) in X direction.
The second term represents the Y direction tendency. The
third term supplies negative value for the inequalities by
using steering control (u1(k) − u2(k)). The fourth term

supplies negative value by decreasing (u1(k) + u2(k)) for
deceleration. Except variables (u1(k), u2(k)), other param-
eters are all robot states which can be obtained by the sen-
sor.

We expect the robot to keep a high speed while avoid-
ing obstacles. robot need to achieve the goal at the end, so
we should build an objective function for the goal. Build-
ing a new objective function for goal guidance and speed
optimization is a challenge. Thus, we assign the derivative
v̇t(k) to 0. This means that the deceleration method for the
viability control is omitted. The derivative of robot state
for viability control at time k becomes

[ẋt(k) ẏt(k) φ̇t(k+4t) v̇t(k)]T =

[vt(k)φ̇t(k+4t), vt(k), φ̇t(k+4t), 0]. (32)

The viability condition of (31) becomes:

−avt(k)φ̇t(k+4t)√
a2+1

+
vt(k)√
a2+1

−
vt(k)tset[β(u1(k)−u2(k))(1−e−α4t)+ω(k)e

−α4t]24t√
a2+1

< 0,(33)

To satisfy the inequalities (33), we have to use steering
control. In (31), a negative fourth term which means de-
celeration can help the system viable. When this term is
set to be 0, the steering control (u1(k) − u2(k)) need to be
increased to enlarge the negative value of the third term in
(31) for viability. When the robot encounters the viability
boundary at a high speed, the solution of (33) would decel-
erate one motor to increase (u1(k)−u2(k)) for turning. This
will lead to decreasing the linear velocity. Therefor, the
control (u1(k), u2(k)) for (33) will ensure the fourth term
of (31) negative. This leads the robot to be viable.

When the parameter tset is smaller, (u1(k)−u2(k)) need
to be larger enough to make the robot to go back to the vi-
able region in4t < Tsample. Noticing that there have con-
straints of control in (12), the viability boundary parameter
tset must be manually adjusted to suit for the constraints
of control. Since the LADAR scanning period Tsample is
short, 4t would be small. 4t is important, because it
gives steering control (u1(k) − u2(k)) a chance to affect
φt(k+4t) ≈ φt(k) + φ̇t(k+4t) 4 t in one control iteration.
For nonholonomic constraint, the robot is not able to in-
stantaneously move in the same direction with the line that
passes through the axis of the driven wheels. As we men-
tioned above in trajectory frame at time k, φt(k) = 0. That
means the robot is not able to instantaneously move along
X axis. But with the parameter 4t, steering control can
make the robot moving along the X axis by φt(k+4t) with
limited error. Of course, the parameter 4t have a lower
bound. A smaller 4t means the robot need a larger steer-
ing control to go back into the variable area in 4t. Since
the real time controller would keep the control output un-
changed in each control period which is equal to Tsample,
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small4t may lead to the robot vibration near the viability
boundary. So the parameter4t should be chosen properly
by the performance of the control.

5.3 Optimization Model of Navigation Control

The navigation control of wheeled robots includes two
types of behavior: obstacle avoidance and goal guidance.
Viability condition (9) gives an admissible control range
by inequalities for obstacle avoidance. We can design an
optimization model for goal guidance. This change a navi-
gation problem to an optimization problem. The optimiza-
tion model for the robot navigation is designed as the fol-
lowing:

(P) minimize (θe − φ̇sTturning)
2

(34)

subject to

{
motor control constraint (12),

constraint (33) when state is out of (18),

where φ̇s = β(u1 − u2) is the stable orientation an-
gle velocity of the robot, the value of β is presented in
(26). Tturning denotes the turning time parameter for the
robot turning toward the goal. Here we use φ̇sTturning
to represent the expected direction of the robot orienta-
tion angle. Let θ be the target guiding angle and φ be the
robot orientation angle presented in (10), the guidance er-
ror θe ∈ [−π, π] would be (φ− θ). The objective function
can be written as:

minimum ((φ− θ)− β(u1 − u2)Tturning)
2
.

We use Tturning to adjust the intensity of goal guidance.
Smaller turing is, faster the robot turns to the goal. But
the overall speed of the robot navigation slows down. This
value can be adjusted according to the distance between
the robot and the goal. When the distance is far, a bigger
value would be used in order to ensure a high speed of the
robot. When the goal is near, a smaller value would be
used to ensure the robot guiding towards the goal. We also
monitor the value of polynomial (31) using the optimized
control (u1, u2) obtained from (34). A positive value of
polynomial (31) means only steering control can’t ensure
the safety of robot, wheel breaking system should also be
used.

The motivation of this work is to increase the speed of
the robot navigation, because it is important for improv-
ing the efficiency of the robot transportion. That is why
optimization model (34) only optimize the steering con-
trol. When the robot approach the goal, it can use other
mature navigation method, such as VFH+, for deceleration
and stopping at the goal.

If the robot states encounter a viability boundary, we set
the farther end point of the front security line as the sub-
goal which information is used for (34). When the robot is
obstacle free, we directly use the original goal information
for (34). This can effectively avoid local minima.

5.4 Simulation of Robot Navigation with LADAR

Based on the data process method of LADAR pre-
sented in section IV, the useful information of raw LADAR
data is not only the position, but also the tendency of ob-
stacles. So we give a more complex environment to test
the proposed method. The environment for simulation is
shown in Fig. 6(a). Viability control avoids the obstacle
at 1©, 2©, 3©, 4©, 5©, and finally achieve the goal drawn
as the yellow dot. We use our IEPF method to process the
LADAR data. The optimization problem (34) is solved by
Sequential Quadratic Programming(SQP).

The simulation environment is built by National Instru-
ment company softwares: Labview, NI robotic module, NI
control and simulation module and other related toolkits of
Labview. The length and width of the simulation space is
20 meters, the diameter of the centered circular obstacle
is 8 meters. Robot simulation parameters are listed as fol-
lows: mass of the robot m is 43.5 kg; inertia moment of
rotation I is 1.16 kg·m 2 ; radius of wheels b is 0.0768 m;
distance between two wheels 2w is 0.448 m; ratio of the
gear box g is 10.6; induced electromotive force constant
k is 0.2; the maximum peak control of the motor umax
is 126. The LADAR start angle is −120◦; end angle is
120◦. The simulated LADAR contains 240 scan lines with
30mm noise, LADAR sample period Tsample is 0.1sec, this
period equals to the period of viability control. We adjust
4t to 0.05 sec. The simulated controller can run SQP in
real time.

Fig. 6. The simulation of wheeled mobile robot viability
navigation based on LADAR

Fig. 6(b) shows the velocity(m/sec) vs. time(sec) graph
on the top, the direction(rad) and angular velocity(rad/s)
vs. time(sec) graph in the middle and the motor control(V)
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vs. time(sec) graph at the bottom. In the middle graph,
the black line is the direction, the red line is the angular
velocity. In the bottom graph, the black line is the control
voltage of the right wheel, the red line is the control voltage
of the left wheel.

The robot navigates in the simulation environment with
a high speed which is at least 4 meters per second as shown
in the Velocity vs. Time graph of Fig. 6(b). The black line
of the Direction vs. Time graph shows the turning con-
trol of robot is smooth. For the Control vs. Time graph,
at least one motor is controlled by a voltage that is slightly
lower than or equal to umax in the navigation process. This
means that there is always a motor keep running at the
full speed during obstacle avoidance. The other motor is
controlled by SQP method based on viability control and
realizes the corresponding steering behavior for obstacle
avoidance. The curves in Control vs. Time graph some-
times are sharp, because the LADAR simulation has noise
and security lines often change with robot moving. These
facts and discretization error disturb the smooth output of
the controller.

Fig. 7. LADAR data processing at the places of 1, 2, 4, 5
in simulation.

In Fig. 6, robot turns left to avoid non-smooth con-
vex obstacle at 1© and turns left to avoid non-linear convex
circular obstacle at 2©. Robot detours around the circular
obstacle at 3©. The concave non-smooth object is placed
at 4©. Finally the robot avoids the thin barrier and achieves
the goal at 5©. The robot LADAR data process at places of

1©, 2©, 4©, 5© is shown in Fig. 7. The elements meaning
of Fig. 7 is similar with that of Fig. 5. Only a red thin line
indicating the goal direction is added. Data process at 1©
is shown in Fig. 7(a). The square obstacle is transformed
to blue line segments to represent non-smooth convex ob-
stacles; The data process of the circular obstacle is shown
in Fig. 7(b). Here we use three outward blue line segments
to represent the original circular obstacle. The non-smooth
concave obstacles data process at 4© is shown in Fig. 7(c).
We use line segment connecting two breakpoints instead
of the raw data. Using this method,useless and trivial in-
formation from LADAR can be filtered. The circumstance
near the end of navigation is shown in Fig. 7(d).

6 CONCLUSION

We propose a new navigation method for wheeled robot
with LADAR in an unknown environment based on vi-
ability. Viability provides a precise description of the
relationship between a dynamic system and the environ-
ment. When guaranteing viability conditions, the robot can
barely reached the maximum speed with an optimized con-
trol. Viability gives us a guidance on how to deal with the
sensor information for a dynamic system. Our LADAR
data process presented in section IV conforms with the
viability condition requirements. Based on viability, the
boundary of dynamic system should have the same dimen-
sions as state space of the robot. So we raise the dimension
of original position boundary of security line segments by
defining a time parameter tset which introduces velocity
into the designed boundary for viability control. By using
parameter 4t, we solve the control problem of nonholo-
nomic constraint of the robot. At last, we design an opti-
mization model to find a more efficient control for the goal
by omitting the deceleration item of the viability condition.
All these works constitute a framework shown as Fig. 2.

We find that there have some shortcoming with our
method. When we discretize our controller, a discretiza-
tion error exists disturbing the smooth outcome of the con-
troller. In our work, we use small iteration time tsample

to minimize this error. For the future work, we would de-
velop a discretization method to eliminate this error. Other
improvement would be on the LADAR data process. We
only process LADAR data for necessary information re-
quired by viability condition, so breakpoints often abruptly
emerge when robot moves, and a new security line seg-
ment suddenly appears. This leads the controller gives out
a sharp control signal. We would find a more smooth data
process method for this problem in our future work.

Compared with classical navigation methods, our
method needs smaller computation resources and is more
efficient in data processing. Viability control serves as a
basic theory for wheeled robot navigation. Theoretically,
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other kinds of robots may also enjoy the benefit of viability
in improving the performance of navigation.
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